
BEN FRANKLIN BIOGRAPHY

6 days ago Benjamin Franklin is best known as one of the Founding Fathers who never served as president but was a
respected inventor, publisher.

This knowledge served to cut two weeks off the previous sailing time from Europe to North America. As if
being a prolific writer and a major player in the founding of the United States wasn't enough, Ben Franklin
still found time to be a prominent inventor and scientist. Among his many creations were the lightning rod ,
glass harmonica a glass instrument, not to be confused with the metal harmonica , Franklin stove , bifocal
glasses and the flexible urinary catheter. Benjamin Franklin was a printer, publisher, author, inventor,
scientist, and diplomat. Georg Wilhelm Richmann in Russia , were indeed electrocuted in performing
lightning experiments during the months immediately following Franklin's experiment. In , he purchased his
first slave, but by he had freed all of his slaves. Meantime, in Franklin had taken a common-law wife, Deborah
Read, who was to bear him a son and daughter, and he also apparently had children with another nameless
woman out of wedlock. In , Franklin wrote a pamphlet concerning the education of youth in Pennsylvania that
resulted in the establishment of the Academy of Philadelphia, now the University of Pennsylvania. Concept of
cooling Franklin noted a principle of refrigeration by observing that on a very hot day, he stayed cooler in a
wet shirt in a breeze than he did in a dry one. Dogood quoting Cato's Letters proclaim: "Without freedom of
thought there can be no such thing as wisdom and no such thing as public liberty without freedom of speech.
Subsequently, Franklin's defense of the American position in the House of Commons during the debates over
the Stamp Act's repeal restored his prestige at home. His reputation facilitated respect and entrees into closed
communities, including the court of King Louis XVI. Later in life, Ben set his slaves free and became a fighter
for the freedom of slaves. Franklin conceived the idea of a subscription library , which would pool the funds of
the members to buy books for all to read. Following this, he returned to Philadelphia in with the help of
Thomas Denham, a merchant who employed Franklin as clerk, shopkeeper, and bookkeeper in his business. In
, Franklin hired the first American librarian, Louis Timothee. He also served several roles in the government:
He was elected to the Pennsylvania Assembly and appointed as the first postmaster general for the colonies as
well as diplomat to France. In he began publishing Poor Richard's Almanac. John's Lodge in Philadelphia
from to  He settled in London, never to return to North America. In , Franklin became the publisher of a
newspaper called the Pennsylvania Gazette. Constitution Franklin was elected in to represent Pennsylvania at
the Constitutional Convention , which drafted and ratified the new U. As a teenager, Franklin had several
letters published in his brother's newspaper under the fake name "Silence Dogood. Benjamin Franklin genius
is centered on the use of his network of business and social connections. Benjamin Franklin was born the 10th
son of the 17 children of a man who made soap and candles , one of the lowliest of the artisan crafts. Perhaps
because of the circumstances of this delay, Deborah married a man named John Rodgers. Franklin described
the experiment in the Pennsylvania Gazette on October 19, , [53] [54] without mentioning that he himself had
performed it. They initiated guerrilla forays into New Jersey , southern Connecticut , and New York counties
north of the city. During his life, Franklin's views on slavery changed dramatically. In Franklin published his
first pamphlet, "A Dissertation upon Liberty and Necessity, Pleasure and Pain," which argued that humans
lack free will and, thus, are not morally responsible for their actions.


